Abstract-In the community of Linked Data, anyone can share information as Linked Data on the web because of the openness of the Semantic Web. As such, RDF (Resource Description Framework) triples that describe the same real-world entity can be obtained from multiple sources; it inevitably results in conflicting objects for a certain predicate of a real-world entity. The objective of this study is to identify one truth from multiple conflicting objects for a certain predicate of a real-world entity. An intuitive principle based on common sense is that an object from a reliable source is trustworthy; thus, a source that provides trustworthy object is reliable. Many truth discovery methods based on this principle have been proposed to estimate source reliability and identify the truth. However, the effectiveness of existing truth discovery methods is significantly affected by the number of objects provided by each source. Therefore, these methods cannot be trivially extended to resolve conflicts in Linked Data with a scale-free property, i.e., most of the sources provide few conflicting objects, whereas only a few sources have many conflicting objects. To address this challenge, we propose a novel approach called TruthDiscover to identify the truth in Linked Data with a scale-free property. Two strategies are adopted in TruthDiscover to reduce the effect of the scale-free property on truth discovery. First, this approach leverages the topological properties of the Source Belief Graph to estimate the priori beliefs of sources, which are utilized to smooth the trustworthiness of sources. Second, the Markov Random Field is utilized to model interdependencies between objects for estimating the trust values of objects accurately. Experiments are conducted in the six datasets, which include persons, locations, organizations, descriptors, films and music, to evaluate TruthDiscover. Experimental results show that TruthDiscover outperforms TruthFinder, F-Quality Assessment and Voting in terms of accuracy when confronted with data having a scale-free property, and it is robust and consistent in various domains.
INTRODUCTION
L INKED Data has gained considerable attentions in recent years. The number of available Linked Data sources increased from 12 in 2007 to 1,014 in 2014 [1] . The data model of Linked Data is RDF, which encodes a resource in the form of subject, predicate, object triples. Subject denotes the resource, and predicate is used to express relationships between the subject and the object. An important characteristic of Linked Data is that anyone can publish their data as Linked Data on the web by following certain rules [2] because of the openness of the Semantic Web. As such, RDF triples described the same real-world entity can be obtained from multiple sources. Many Linked Data sources on the web have been created from semi-structured datasets (e.g., Wikipedia) and unstructured ones [3] . Thus, errors inevitably occur during the creation process. As a result, many Linked Data sources contain noisy, out-of-date, missing or erroneous data. Worse, multiple Linked Data sources often provide conflicting data. Conflicts in Linked Data can be classified into three categories, namely, identity, schema, and object conflicts [4] . Identity conflicts refer to that different subjects from various sources denote the same real-world entity, for example, dbpedia:Statue of Liberty and freebase:m.072p8 (we use prefixes in this paper, instead of full URIs, to save space). Schema conflicts indicate that different schemata are utilized to describe the same predicate, for example, rdfs:label and skos:prefLabel. Object conflicts occur when multiple inconsistent objects exist for a certain predicate of the same real-world entity. In the example of Table  1 , Freebase 1 and Yago [5] provide different values for the predicate dbp:height of Statue of Liberty. This study focuses on resolving object conflicts. 
Problems of Object Conflicts in Linked Data
In this study, four questions are addressed by a thorough quantitative analysis on the six datasets that belong to six domains: persons, locations, organizations, descriptors, films and music. These datasets are described in detail in Section 4.1.
(1) Are object conflicts a serious problem for the Linked Data community?
The answers obtained by observing the six datasets are surprising. Approximately 45% of predicates have conflicting objects provided by multiple sources, and the average number of conflicting objects for a certain predicate of a realworld entity is 11. This phenomenon indicates that the object conflicts are a serious issue in the community of Linked Data.
Normalized entropy [6] is selected to examine the inconsistency of conflicting objects for a certain predicate of a real-world entity to understand the degree of inconsistency of Linked Data. Generally, the higher normalized entropy is, the higher the degree of inconsistency is. Let O={o i } m denotes a set of conflicting objects for a certain predicate of a real-world entity, and P (o i ) represents percentage of occurrences of o i . The corresponding normalized entropy can be defined as follows:
Our observations of the six datasets indicate that the average normalized entropy is 0.75. Approximately 80% of predicates have normalized entropy of more than 0.8; this result indicates a high degree of inconsistency.
(
2) What are the causes of object conflicts in Linked Data?
We analyzed all conflicting objects in the six datasets, and discovered four distinct reasons for the inconsistency of Linked Data. The first reason for the inconsistency is multi-values (32%); the predicate inherently has multiple objects. (e.g., the predicate dbo:location in Table 1 ). The second reason for the inconsistency is out-of-date (13%); since the predicate is time sensitive, the corresponding object tends to change over time (e.g., dbo:populationTotal). The third reason for the inconsistency is variety (43%); the variety refers to conflicting objects that may be presented in different ways or different data precisions (e.g., dbp:beginningDate in Table  1 ). The fourth reason for the inconsistency is pure errors (12%). In this study, we focus on resolving three reasons (68%) including out-of-date, variety and pure errors, which only have one truth for a certain predicate of a real-world entity.
(3) Can we just trust an authoritative source? Although several well-known authoritative sources, such as Freebase and DBpedia 2 , provide reasonably accurate information, they are unsuitable for all domains. In addition, objects from different well-known sources for the same predicate are not always consistent. For example, six well-known sources provide five different objects for the predicate dbp:height in Table 1 . Selecting one of these wellknown sources as a trustworthy source is difficult when confront with the object conflicts problem. Therefore, this method fails to resolve conflicts in Linked Data.
(4) Whether many previous methods can be trivially extended to resolve conflicts in Linked Data?
A straightforward method to resolve object conflicts is majority voting, where the object with the maximum number of occurrences is regarded as truth [7] . However, we find 2. http://wiki.dbpedia.org/ that this method achieves relatively low accuracy (ranging from 0.3 to 0.45) in the six datasets. There are two reasons why majority voting preforms poorly in Linked Data.
Firstly, approximately 50% of predicates have no dominant object. Let's take a close look at dbp:height in Table 1 . Four different objects receive equal votes from four sources. In this case, majority voting can only randomly select one object in order to break the tie. In order to reveal the deepseated reasons, we examine the correlation between the dominance factor and accuracy as shown in Figure 1 . We find that the majority voting can only achieve satisfactory accuracy at the dominance factor more than 0.7. However, this requirement is too stringent to satisfy in Linked Data. The dominance factor DF of a certain predicate is defined as:
where O represents a set of conflicting objects for a certain predicate of a real-world entity, and oc(o i ) describes the number of occurrences o i . is 11. This phenomenon indicates that the object conflicts are a serious issue in the community of Linked Data.
Normalized entropy [5] is selected to examine the inconsistency of conflicting objects for a certain predicate of a real-world entity to understand the degree of inconsistency of Linked Data. Generally, the higher normalized entropy is, the higher the degree of inconsistency is. Let denotes a set of conflicting objects for a certain predicate of a real-world entity, and represents percentage of occurrences of . The corresponding normalized entropy can be defined as follows:
.
(1)
(2) What are the causes of object conflicts in Linked Data?
We analyzed all conflicting objects in the six datasets, and discovered four distinct reasons for the inconsistency of Linked Data. The first reason for the inconsistency is multi-values (32%); the predicate inherently has multiple objects. (e.g., the predicate owl:sameAs). The second reason for the inconsistency is out-of-date (13%); since the predicate is time sensitive, the corresponding object tends to change over time (e.g., dbo:populationTotal in Table 1 ). The third reason for the inconsistency is variety (43%); the variety refers to conflicting objects that may be presented in different ways or different data precisions (e.g., rdfs:label in Table 1 ). The fourth reason for the inconsistency is pure errors (12%). In this study, we focus on resolving three reasons (68%) including out-of-date, variety and pure errors, which only have one truth for a certain predicate of a real-world entity.
(3) Can we just trust an authoritative source?
Although several well-known authoritative sources, such as Freebase 1 and DBpedia 2 , provide reasonably accurate information, they are unsuitable for all domains. In addition, objects from different well-known sources for the same predicate are not always consistent. For example, six wellknown sources provide five different objects for the predicate dbo:populationTotal in Table 1 . Selecting one of these wellknown sources as a trustworthy source is difficult when confront with the object conflicts problem. Therefore, this method fails to resolve conflicts in Linked Data. (4) Whether many previous methods can be trivially extended to resolve conflicts in Linked Data?
A straightforward method to resolve object conflicts is majority voting, where the object with the maximum number of occurrences is regarded as truth [6] . However, we find that this method achieves relatively low accuracy (ranging from 0.3 to 0.45) in the six datasets. There are two reasons why majority voting preforms poorly in Linked Data.
Firstly, approximately 50% of predicates have no dominant object. Let's take a close look at dbo:populationTotal in Table 1. 1 https://www.freebase.com/ 2 http://wiki.dbpedia.org/ Five different objects receive equal votes from six sources. In this case, majority voting can only randomly select one object in order to break the tie. In order to reveal the deep-seated reasons, we examine the correlation between the dominance factor and accuracy as shown in Figure 1 . We find that the majority voting can only achieve satisfactory accuracy at the dominance factor more than 0.7. However, this requirement is too stringent to satisfy in Linked Data. The dominance factor of a certain predicate is defined as: ,
where represents a set of conflicting objects for a certain predicate of a real-world entity, and describes the number of occurrences . Secondly, majority voting assumes all sources are equally reliable and does not distinguish them. Recent research [7] has pointed out that different Linked Data sources have different quality. Therefore, this method is not applicable to Linked Data.
To address the limitation of the majority voting, many truth discovery methods [6, [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] which found the truth by source reliability estimation and inferring trust values of objects simultaneously, have been proposed. In these methods, the truth for an entity refers to the object which is assigned to maximum trust value among all conflicting objects. A common principle of these methods is that a source which provides trustworthy objects more often is more reliable, and an object from a reliable source is more trustworthy. The trustworthiness of each source can be simulated as the percentage of true objects provided by this source. Consequently, the more objects a source provides, the more likely that the trustworthiness of the source is closer to the real source reliability degree. However, for some "small" sources which provide very few objects, it's difficult to evaluate their reliability degrees. Considering an extreme case when some sources just provide one object, their trustworthiness is one if the object is correct and the source is regarded as highly reliable. Otherwise, the source is considered as highly unreliable. Inaccurate estimation of source reliability inevitably has negative effects on identifying trustworthy objects. Therefore, the effectiveness of many truth discovery methods is significantly affected by the number of objects provided by each source. Secondly, majority voting assumes all sources are equally reliable and does not distinguish them. Recent research [8] has pointed out that different Linked Data sources have different quality. Therefore, this method is not applicable to Linked Data.
To address the limitation of the majority voting, many truth discovery methods [7, [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] which found the truth by source reliability estimation and inferring trust values of objects simultaneously, have been proposed. In these methods, the truth for an entity refers to the object which is assigned to maximum trust value among all conflicting objects. A common principle of these methods is that a source which provides trustworthy objects more often is more reliable, and an object from a reliable source is more trustworthy. The trustworthiness of each source can be simulated as the percentage of true objects provided by this source. Consequently, the more objects a source provides, the more likely that the trustworthiness of the source is closer to the real source reliability degree. However, for some "small" sources which provide very few objects, it's difficult to evaluate their reliability degrees. Considering an extreme case when some sources just provide one object, their trustworthiness is one if the object is correct and the source is regarded 3 as highly reliable. Otherwise, the source is considered as highly unreliable. Inaccurate estimation of source reliability inevitably has negative effects on identifying trustworthy objects. Therefore, the effectiveness of many truth discovery methods is significantly affected by the number of objects provided by each source.
In this study, we find that the total number of conflicting objects provided by each source typically follows the approximate power law in Linked Data. This finding indicates that Linked Data has a scale-free property. This property is characterized by p(k), which is the fraction of the sources having k conflicting objects, following the power law p(k) k −γ , where γ is the exponent of the power law and ranges from 2.12 to 3.1 in the six datasets as shown in Figure 2 . In the six plots, the X-coordinate represents the number of conflicting objects provided by a source and the Y-coordinate represents the complementary cumulative distribution function P r(k)= +∞ x=k p(x).
In this study, we find that the total number of conflicting objects provided by each source typically follows the approximate power law in Linked Data. This finding indicates that Linked Data has a scale-free property. This property is characterized by , which is the fraction of the sources having conflicting objects, following the power law , where is the exponent of the power law and ranges from 2.12 to 3.1 in the six datasets as shown in Figure 2 . In the six plots, the X-coordinate represents the number of conflicting objects provided by a source and the Y-coordinate represents the complementary cumulative distribution function . Figure 2 shows that the number of conflicting objects provided by most of the sources ranges from 1 to 10, and only a few sources have many conflicting objects. As discussed above, many truth discovery methods are sensitive to the number of objects provided by each source. Therefore, these methods cannot be trivially extended to resolve conflicts in Linked Data with a scale-free property.
Overview of Our Approach
A simple method to solve the issues resulting from the scale-free property is to remove "small" sources [12] . However, the removal of "small" sources results in limited coverage and sparse data because most Linked Data sources are "small." In this study, we propose a truth discovery approach called TruthDiscover to resolve object conflicts in Linked Data with a scale-free property. TruthDiscover involves the following steps.
(i) Priori belief estimation: the non-uniform priori beliefs of all sources are computed by leveraging the topological properties of the Source Belief Graph.
(ii) Computing the trustworthiness of sources: the trustworthiness of each source is automatically computed based on the trust scores of objects. Thereafter, by using the averaging strategy, the priori beliefs of sources are added to smooth the trustworthiness of sources.
(iii) Computing the trust values of objects: the trust values of objects are computed based on Hidden Markov Random Field (HMRF) model. If the changes in all objects after each iteration are less than the threshold, then the object with maximum trust score is regarded as truth; otherwise, return to step (ii).
We conducted three experiments in six real datasets from the persons, locations, organizations, descriptors, films and music domains. The experimental results show that TruthDiscover outperforms existing approaches for resolving object conflicts in Linked Data with a scale-free property.
Contributions and Organization
The main contributions of this study are as follows:
(i) We find that the number of conflicting objects provided by multiple Linked Data sources typically follows the approximate power law. This finding indicates that only a few sources have many conflicting objects, whereas most of the sources provide few objects. We identify the challenges brought by the scale-free property on the task of truth discovery.
(ii) A truth discovery approach called TruthDiscover is proposed to identify the truth in Linked Data with a scale-free property. Two strategies are adopted in TruthDiscover to address the challenges resulting from the scale-free property. First, this approach leverages the topological properties of the Source Belief Graph to estimate the priori beliefs of sources for smoothing the trustworthiness of sources. Second, a method based on HMRF is proposed to infer the trust values of objects accurately by modeling the interdependencies between objects. The effectiveness of our approach is validated by three experiments in six real datasets.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Related work is discussed in Section 2. Section 3 presents the formulation of problem and derivation of our method. The experimental results are discussed in Section 4. Section 5 presents the conclusions and future work.
RELATED WORK
The resolution of conflicts from multiple sources has been investigated for many years [10, 16, 17] . Existing methods can be grouped into two categories, namely, relational databases and Linked Data, depending on different data model.
Conflicts in Relational Databases
Relational databases have the formal structure of data models. Resolving conflicts in relational databases refer to resolving contradictory attribute values from different sources when integrating data [10] . This problem was first mentioned by Dayal et al. [18] in 1983. However, the problem did not receive plenty of attention at that time because many applications adopted conflict-avoiding or conflict-ignoring strategies [10] . Later on, many methods were proposed inspired by measuring web page authority, such as Authority-Hub analysis [19] . But authority does not mean high accuracy [11] . Recently, the Figure 2 shows that the number of conflicting objects provided by most of the sources ranges from 1 to 10, and only a few sources have many conflicting objects. As discussed above, many truth discovery methods are sensitive to the number of objects provided by each source. Therefore, these methods cannot be trivially extended to resolve conflicts in Linked Data with a scale-free property.
Overview of Our Approach
A simple method to solve the issues resulting from the scalefree property is to remove "small" sources [11] . However, the removal of "small" sources results in limited coverage and sparse data because most Linked Data sources are "small." In this study, we propose a truth discovery approach called TruthDiscover to resolve object conflicts in Linked Data with a scale-free property. TruthDiscover involves the following steps.
(iii) Computing the trust values of objects: the trust values of objects are computed based on pairwise Markov Random Field (pMRF) model. If the changes in all objects after each iteration are less than the threshold, then the object with maximum trust score is regarded as truth; otherwise, return to step (ii).
Contributions and Organization
(ii) A truth discovery approach called TruthDiscover is proposed to identify the truth in Linked Data with a scalefree property. Two strategies are adopted in TruthDiscover to address the challenges resulting from the scale-free property. First, this approach leverages the topological properties of the Source Belief Graph to estimate the priori beliefs of sources for smoothing the trustworthiness of sources. Second, a method based on Markov Random Field (MRF) is proposed to infer the trust values of objects accurately by modeling the interdependencies between objects. The effectiveness of our approach is validated by three experiments in six real datasets.
RELATED WORK
The resolution of conflicts from multiple sources has been investigated for many years [15] [16] [17] . Existing methods can be grouped into two categories, namely, relational databases and Linked Data, depending on different data model.
Conflicts in Relational Databases
Relational databases have the formal structure of data models. Resolving conflicts in relational databases refer to resolving contradictory attribute values from different sources when integrating data [15] . This problem was first mentioned by Dayal et al. [18] in 1983. However, the problem did not receive plenty of attention at that time because many applications adopted conict-avoiding or conict-ignoring strategies [15] . Later on, many methods were proposed inspired by measuring web page authority, such as Authority-Hub analysis [19] . But authority does not mean high accuracy [20] . Recently, the methods based on truth discovery have gained increasing attention due to its ability to estimate source reliability degrees and infer trust values of objects simultaneously. These methods can be divided into three groups [21] , namely, iterative methods, optimization based methods, and probabilistic graphical model based methods.
Iterative methods. These methods usually employ the interdependency between the trust value of objects and the trustworthiness of sources to find true objects. Yin's research [20] played an important role in this subfield. This method utilized Bayesian analysis and the relationship between trustworthiness of sources and the probabilities of each claim being true to identify truth. Since then, several methods have been proposed for specific scenarios based on Yin's seminal work. For example, Dong et al. [22] proposed an iterative method by analyzing the dependency between source reliability estimation and truth computation, which differs from Yin's work in that it considers dependence between data sources. Pasternack et al. [23] introduced a truth discovery framework by incorporating prior knowledge of facts into an iterative procedure.
Optimization based methods. These methods find the truth by minimizing the distance between the information provided by sources and the identified truth. For example, Li et al. [7] proposed an optimization framework among multiple sources of heterogeneous data types, where the trust value of objects and the trustworthiness of sources are defined as two sets of unknown variables. The truth was discovered by a minimizing optimization function.
Probabilistic graphical model based methods. These methods can automatically infer truth and source reliability degree by probabilistic graphical model. For instance, Zhao et al. [10] developed a probabilistic graphical model to address the truth finding problem by modeling the two aspects of source reliability, namely, sensitivity and specificity. This approach is also the first to address the problem of multivalued attribute types.
Conflicts in Linked Data
The problem of conflict resolution also has been studied in the field of Linked Data. As discussed in Section 1, the three types of conflicts for Linked Data are identity, schema, and object conflicts. Accordingly, existing methods to resolve conflicts in Linked Data can be grouped into three groups. Identity conflicts. The task of resolving identify conflicts is also known as entity resolution or object co-reference resolution. Two types of methods are generally adopted to resolve identity conflicts. One is based on Web Ontology Language (OWL) semantics inference. For instance, Glaser et al. [24] implemented a co-reference resolution service based on owl:sameAs. Hogan et al. [25] proposed a method based on inverse functional properties (IFPs) to conduct large-scale co-reference resolution. The other is based on the assumption that two subjects denote the same realworld entity if they share several common property-value pairs. For instance, Wang et al. [26] proposed a concept mapping method based on the similarities between concept instances. Li et al. [27] presented a dynamic entity resolution framework by computing similarities between instances.
Schema conflicts. Many methods have been introduced to solve schema conflicts through schema mapping. These methods are further divided into two categories, namely, linguistic matching-based and structural matching-based. Linguistic matching-based methods usually employ string similarity computation according to names, labels, and several other descriptions. For instance, Qu et al. [28] presented a method to resolve schema conflicts by computing the similarity between documents of a domain entity (e.g., a class or a property). Structural matching-based methods usually employ graphs to represent different schemata and measure the structural similarity between graphs. For example, Hu et al. [29] proposed a method based on RDF bipartite graphs to resolve schema conflicts. This method computes structural similarities between domain entities and between statements by using a propagation procedure over the bipartite graphs.
Object conflicts. Research on resolving object conflicts has elicited less attention than research on identity and schema conflicts. In the early stage of Linked Data, conictavoiding and conict-ignoring strategies were frequently employed for simplicity. Later on, the methods based on manual rules were proposed. For instance, Mendes et al. [30] presented a Linked Data quality assessment framework called Sieve. The core of this framework is the rule that more recent data are closer to the true value. Thereafter, Michelfeit et al. [4] presented an assessment model that leverages the quality of the source, data conflicts, and confirmation of values to decide which values should be the true value.
Although previous works have good performances in certain scenarios or applications, it is difficult to evaluate the reliability degrees of "small" sources as discussed in Section 1.1. More research on resolving object conflicts in Linked Data with a scale-free property should be conducted.
METHODOLOGY

Problem Formulation
Several important notations utilized in this study are introduced in this subsection. Thereafter, the problem is formally defined.
Denition 1 (RDF Triple) [31] . We let I denotes the set of IRIs (Internationalized Resource Identifier), B denotes the set of blank nodes, and L denotes the set of literals (denoted by quoted strings, e.g., "Beijing City"). An RDF triple can be represented by s, p, o , where s ∈ I ∪ B is a subject, p ∈ I is a predicate, and o ∈ I ∪ B ∪ L is an object.
Denition 2 (SameAs Triple).
A sameAs triple can be represented by s, owl:sameAs, o , which connects two RDF resources through the owl:sameAs predicate.
Denition 3 (SameAs Graph). Given a set of sameAs triples T , a SameAs Graph SG can be represented by (V, E), where V = {s| s, owl:sameAs, o ∈ T } ∪ {o| s, owl:sameAs, o ∈ T } is a set of vertices (i.e., subjects and objects), E ⊆ V × V is a set of directed edges with each edge corresponding to a sameAs triple in T .
Denition 4 (Trustworthiness of Sources) [20] . The trustworthiness of a source ω j is the expected confidence of the objects provided by ω j , denoted by t(ω j ).
Denition 5 (Trust Values of Objects) [20] . The trust value of an object o i is the probability of being correct, denoted by τ (o i ).
We let O={o i } m denotes a set of conflicting objects for a certain predicate of a real-world entity. The process of resolving object conflicts in Linked Data is formally defined as follows: given a set of conflicting objects O, TruthDiscover will produce one truth for a certain predicate of a real-world entity. The truth is represented by o * = arg max
Basic Ideas
This subsection introduces three assumptions that serve as the basis of our method and the framework of our method. Assumption 1: A certain predicate of an entity has only one true object.
In this study, we only consider the case wherein a certain predicate of a real-world entity has only one truth. The three reasons for inconsistency have different definitions of truth. For out-of-date, the truth indicates the recent object. For variety, the truth refers to the object that is presented in the most standard manner. For pure errors, the object whose value is true represents the truth. These definitions of truth are also regarded as annotation guidelines in Section 4.1.
Assumption 2: An object is likely to be true if it is provided by a reliable source; thus, a source that provides trustworthy objects is reliable.
We derive this intuitive assumption based on common sense and our observations of the six datasets. This assumption also serves as a basic principle for many truth discovery methods [3, 7, 11, 12, 20, 22, 32] to estimate source reliability and identify the truth.
Assumption 3: The true objects appear to be similar in different sources; the false objects are less likely to be similar.
In practice, the true objects provided by different sources may be presented in slightly different ways or different data precisions, such as "Beijing" and "Beijing Shi." It indicates that the true objects appear to be similar. Conversely, different false objects are less likely to be similar because different sources often result in different mistakes. In order to validate this assumption, two similarity functions are adopted to measure the similarity S(o i , o k ) between objects o i and o k in this study.
For numerical data, the most commonly used similarity function is defined as:
For string data, the Levenshtein distance [33] is adopted to describe the similarities of objects. The similarity function is defined as follows:
where ld(o i , o k ) denotes the Levenshtein distance between objects o i and o k ; len(o i ) and len(o k ) are the length of o i and o k respectively. Definition 4 (Trustworthiness of Sources) [11] . The trustworthiness of a source is the expected confidence of the objects provided by , denoted by . [11] . The trust value of an object is the probability of being correct, denoted by .
Definition 5 (Trust Values of Objects)
We let denotes a set of conflicting objects for a certain predicate of a real-world entity. The process of resolving object conflicts in Linked Data is formally defined as follows: given a set of conflicting objects , TruthDiscover will produce one truth for a certain predicate of a real-world entity. The truth is represented by .
Basic Ideas
This subsection introduces three assumptions that serve as the basis of our method and the framework of our method.
Assumption 1: A certain predicate of an entity has only one true object.
Assumption 2:
An object is likely to be true if it is provided by a reliable source; thus, a source that provides trustworthy objects is reliable.
We derive this intuitive assumption based on common sense and our observations of the six datasets. This assumption also serves as a basic principle for many truth discovery methods [3, 6, 11-13, 21, 31 ] to estimate source reliability and identify the truth.
Assumption 3:
The true objects appear to be similar in different sources; the false objects are less likely to be similar.
In practice, the true objects provided by different sources may be presented in slightly different ways or different data precisions, such as "Beijing" and "Beijing Shi." It indicates that the true objects appear to be similar. Conversely, different false objects are less likely to be similar because different sources often result in different mistakes. In order to validate this assumption, two similarity functions are adopted to measure the similarity between objects and in this study.
For numerical data, the most commonly used similarity function is defined as: ,
For string data, the Levenshtein distance [32] is adopted to describe the similarities of objects. The similarity function is defined as follows: ,
where Based on these assumptions, we develop a method called TruthDiscover to resolve object conflicts in Linked Data with a scale-free property. Given a set of conflicting objects , Figure 4 illustrates the framework of generating truth by TruthDiscover, which mainly includes the following three modules.
(1) Module I. Priori Belief Estimation (described in Section 3.3): This module produces priori belief for each source by leveraging the topological properties of the Source Belief Graph. The distribution of average similarities between true objects in the six datasets is shown in Figure 3 (a) . Approximately 90% of predicates have average similarities of more than 0.8. Figure 3 (b) shows the average similarities between false objects in the six datasets. The average similarities range from 0 to 0.4 and approximately 80% of predicates whose average similarities are less than 0.2. This finding indicates that the truths provided by different sources appear to be similar, and false objects are generally less consistent than true objects.
Based on these assumptions, we develop a method called TruthDiscover to resolve object conflicts in Linked Data with a scale-free property. Given a set of conflicting objects O={o i } m , Figure 4 illustrates the framework of generating truth o * by TruthDiscover, which mainly includes the following three modules.
(1) Module I. Priori Belief Estimation (described in Section 3.3): This module produces priori belief for each source by leveraging the topological properties of the Source Belief Graph. 
trustworthiness of each source according to the trust scores of objects. Then, by using an averaging strategy, the priori beliefs of sources are added to smooth the trustworthiness of sources.
(3) Module III. Computing the Trust Values of Objects (described in Section 3.4): According to Assumption 3, the trust value of an object can propagate to other objects. Therefore, this module adopts MRF to model the relationships between objects for computing trust values of objects accurately. In this study, the Loopy Belief Propagation (LBP) is applied to estimate the marginal probabilities of each unobserved variable in MRF. If the changes in all objects after each iteration are less than the preset threshold, then object with the maximum trust score is regarded as the truth.
objects. Then, by using an averaging strategy, the priori beliefs of sources are added to smooth the trustworthiness of sources.
(3) Module III. Computing the Trust Values of Objects (described in Section 3.4): According to Assumption 3, the trust value of an object can propagate to other objects. Therefore, this module adopts HMRF to model the relationships between objects for computing trust values of objects accurately. In this study, the loopy belief propagation algorithm [33] is applied to estimate the marginal probabilities of each hidden variable in HMRF. If the changes in all objects after each iteration are less than the preset threshold, then object with the maximum trust score is regarded as the truth. Algorithm I highlights the main steps in generating a truth.
Algorithm I. TruthDiscover
Input: a set of conflicting objects , a set of sources that provide Output: the truth // The purpose of 1~2 is to generate the priori beliefs of sources 1: Priori belief estimation:
, compute through BeliefRank (described in Section 3.3) ; 2: Initialize the trustworthiness of sources by the normalized priori beliefs: , (described in Section 3. 
Priori Belief Estimation
This subsection describes a method called BeliefRank to estimate the priori beliefs of all sources by leveraging the topological properties of the Source Belief Graph.
The owl:sameAs property in OWL [34] indicates that two subjects actually refer to the same thing. The use of this property further enriches the Linked Data space by declaratively interconnecting "equivalent" things across distributed Linked Data sources [35] . In recent years, the owl:sameAs property have been extensively utilized in many Linked Data sources, such as DBpedia, Freebase, Yago [36] and GeoNames 3 . Figure 5 shows a fragment of owl:sameAs triples in dbpedia:Beijing. When many of these owl:sameAs triples are taken together, they form a directed graph called SameAs Graph [37] , as defined in definition 3. Owing to the importance of owl:sameAs in Linked Data integration, many researchers investigated owl:sameAs triples and sameAs graph [37, 38] . However, to the best of our knowledge, no attempt has been made to estimate the reliability degree of Linked Data sources through SameAs Graph analysis. When data publishers publish their data as Linked Data on the web, they usually add new owl:sameAs triples pointing to the external equivalent subject. As dictated by logic, they select a subject provided by the source they trust. That is, the owl:sameAs property indicates that the data publishers pay their attentions and trusts to the subject provided by a source they trust. Typically, the data publisher of a subject can be represented by the name of source [37] . For example, "DBpedia" is an abstract representation of the data publisher for dbpedia:Beijing. That is, the SameAs Graph can be converted to a directed multigraph called the Source Belief Graph, which represents the relationship between sources. Formally, the Source Belief Graph is a pair of sets , where is a set of vertices with each vertex corresponding to the source name of the vertex in SameAs Graph ; is a multiset [39] of formed by pairs of vertices , and each pair corresponds to an edge in SameAs Graph . Figure 6 shows a fragment of a SameAs Graph and the corresponding Source Belief Graph.
Figure 6. Example of SameAs Graph and its corresponding
Source Belief Graph.
The Source Belief Graph indicates that the trustworthiness of different sources can be propagated through the edges. The edge structure of the Source Belief Graph is utilized to produce a global reliability ranking of each source. Generally, a highly 3 www.geonames.org/ Algorithm I highlights the main steps in generating a truth.
Algorithm 1 TruthDiscover
Input: a set of conflicting objects O, a set of sources Ω that provide O Output: the truth o * // The purpose of 1∼ 2 is to generate the priori beliefs of sources 1: Priori belief estimation: ∀ω j ∈ Ω, compute BR(ω j ) through BeliefRank (described in Section 3.3) ; 2: Initialize the trustworthiness of sources by the normalized priori beliefs: ∀ω j ∈ Ω, t(ω j )=N BR(ω j )(described in Section 3.4); 3: repeat 4: ∀ω j ∈ Ω, compute t (ω j ) according to Equation 8; ∀o i ∈ O, update τ (o i ) according to Algorithm II; 7: ∀ω j ∈ Ω, update trustworthiness of sources t(ω j ) according to Equation 7; 8: until the convergence criterion is satisfied; 9: o * = arg max
10: return o * .
Priori Belief Estimation
This subsection describes a method called BeliefRank to estimate the priori beliefs of all sources by leveraging the topological properties of the Source Belief Graph. The owl:sameAs property in OWL [34] indicates that two subjects actually refer to the same thing. The use of this property further enriches the Linked Data space by declaratively interconnecting "equivalent" things across distributed Linked Data sources [35] . In recent years, the owl:sameAs property have been extensively utilized in many Linked Data sources, such as DBpedia, Freebase, Yago [36] and GeoNames 3 . Figure 5 shows a fragment of owl:sameAs triples in dbpedia:Beijing. When many of these owl:sameAs triples are taken together, they form a directed graph called SameAs Graph [37] , as defined in definition 3. Owing to the importance of owl:sameAs in Linked Data integration, many researchers investigated owl:sameAs triples and sameAs graph [37, 38] . However, to the best of our knowledge, no attempt has been made to estimate the reliability degree of Linked Data sources through SameAs Graph analysis.
(3) Module III. Computing the Trust Values of Objects
(described in Section 3.4): According to Assumption 3, the trust value of an object can propagate to other objects. Therefore, this module adopts HMRF to model the relationships between objects for computing trust values of objects accurately. In this study, the loopy belief propagation algorithm [33] is applied to estimate the marginal probabilities of each hidden variable in HMRF. If the changes in all objects after each iteration are less than the preset threshold, then object with the maximum trust score is regarded as the truth. , compute through BeliefRank (described in Section 3.3) ; 2: Initialize the trustworthiness of sources by the normalized priori beliefs: , (described in Section 3. 
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The owl:sameAs property in OWL [34] indicates that two interconnecting "equivalent" things across distributed Linked Data sources [35] . In recent years, the owl:sameAs property have been extensively utilized in many Linked Data sources, such as DBpedia, Freebase, Yago [36] and GeoNames 3 . Figure 5 shows a fragment of owl:sameAs triples in dbpedia:Beijing. When many of these owl:sameAs triples are taken together, they form a directed graph called SameAs Graph [37] , as defined in definition 3. Owing to the importance of owl:sameAs in Linked Data integration, many researchers investigated owl:sameAs triples and sameAs graph [37, 38] . However, to the best of our knowledge, no attempt has been made to estimate the reliability degree of Linked Data sources through SameAs Graph analysis. When data publishers publish their data as Linked Data on the web, they usually add new owl:sameAs triples pointing to the external equivalent subject. As dictated by logic, they select a subject provided by the source they trust. That is, the owl:sameAs property indicates that the data publishers pay their attentions and trusts to the subject provided by a source they trust. Typically, the data publisher of a subject can be represented by the name of source [37] . For example, "DBpedia" is an abstract representation of the data publisher for dbpedia:Beijing. That is, the SameAs Graph can be converted to a directed multigraph called the Source Belief Graph, which represents the relationship between sources. Formally, the Source Belief Graph is a pair of sets , where is a set of vertices with each vertex corresponding to the source name of the vertex in SameAs Graph ; is a multiset [39] of formed by pairs of vertices , and each pair corresponds to an edge in SameAs Graph . Figure 6 shows a fragment of a SameAs Graph and the corresponding Source Belief Graph.
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The Source Belief Graph indicates that the trustworthiness of different sources can be propagated through the edges. The edge structure of the Source Belief Graph is utilized to produce a global reliability ranking of each source. Generally, a highly When data publishers publish their data as Linked Data on the web, they usually add new owl:sameAs triples pointing to the external equivalent subject. As dictated by logic, they select a subject provided by the source they trust. That is, the owl:sameAs property indicates that the data publishers pay their attentions and trusts to the subject provided by a source they trust. Typically, the data publisher of a subject can be represented by the name of source [37] . For example, "DBpedia" is an abstract representation of the data publisher for dbpedia:Beijing. That is, the SameAs Graph can be converted to a directed multigraph called the Source Belief Graph, which represents the relationship between sources. Formally, the Source Belief Graph SBG is a pair of sets (W, R), where W is a set of vertices with each vertex corresponding to the source name of the vertex in SameAs Graph SG; R is a multiset [39] of W × W formed by pairs of vertices (µ, ν), µ, ν ∈ W and each pair (µ, ν) corresponds to an edge in SameAs Graph SG. Figure 6 shows a fragment of a SameAs Graph and the corresponding Source Belief Graph.
The Source Belief Graph indicates that the trustworthiness of different sources can be propagated through the edges. The edge structure of the Source Belief Graph is utilized to produce a global reliability ranking of each source. Generally, a highly linked source is more reliable than sources with a few edges. We let B ωj denotes the set of sources that point to ω j , C(ω j ) denotes the number of edges going out of source ω j and L(ω j , ω l ) presents the number of 3 . www.geonames.org/ ed ); ; k to g the two perty tively [39] of formed by pairs of vertices , and each pair corresponds to an edge in SameAs Graph . Figure 6 shows a fragment of a SameAs Graph and the corresponding Source Belief Graph. edges that ω j point to ω l . The priori belief BR(ω j ) of source ω j can be defined as follows:
where parameter d is a damping factor. Recent research [38] has pointed out that in practice, the owl:sameAs property does not always mean that the two subjects refer to the same thing. Four incorrect usages of owl:sameAs have been identified in Linked Data, including, Same Thing As But Different Context, Same Thing As But Referentially Opaque, Represents and Very Similar To. Intuitively, the damping factor d in BeliefRank can be considered the probability that the usage of owl:sameAs is correct. The experimental results of [38] show that approximately 51% of the usages of owl:sameAs are correct. Therefore, the damping factor is set to 0.51 in this study.
The effectiveness of BeliefRank is significantly affected by the total number of sameAs triples. We extracted eighteen millions of sameAs triples from BTC2012 [40] , which covers a significant portion of Linked Data, to produce a global reliability of source. In practice, BeliefRank reaches a stable stage after fourteen iterations when the threshold is set to 0.001. By using BeliefRank, we obtain the priori beliefs of 1,402 sources 4 . Table 2 lists the top 15 results.
Truth Computation
This subsection reveals how to accurately infer the trustworthiness of the source and the trust value of an object in Linked Data with a scale-free property.
Computing the Trustworthiness of Sources
A native method to compute the accuracy of a source is that regarding the trustworthiness of a source as the percentage of true objects provided by this source. However, we do not know for sure which objects are the truths. Therefore, we instead compute trustworthiness t(ω j ) as the average probability of the object provided by ω j being true as defined as follows:
4. http://1drv.ms/1M2PHoG where F (ω j ) is the set of objects provided by source ω j . Considering the scale-free property of Linked Data, it's difficult for Equation 7 to estimate the real reliability degree of source ω j accurately when |F (ω j )| is "small," as discussed in Section 1.1. In this study, the trustworthiness t(ω j ) of source ω j is smoothed by priori belief BR(ω j ) based on the averaging strategy as defined as follows:
where N BR(ω j ) represents the normalized priori belief of source ω j ; max and min indicate the maximum and minimum values of all priori beliefs respectively.
Computing the Trust Values of Objects
This subsection describes how the trust values of objects are computed. First, we analyze a simple case where all objects are independent. The trust value τ (o i ) of object o i can be defined as follows:
where Ω(o i ) represents the set of sources that provide object o i .
However, Assumption 3 shows that the true objects appear to be similar on different sources, and the false objects are less likely to be similar. That is, the trust value of an object can propagate to other objects through the similarity relation. In this study, we model the relationship between objects by adopting a method based on MRF.
The concept of MRF is derived from the Hidden Markov Model (HMM) [41] . The MRF is a powerful formalism used to model real-world events based on the Markov chain and knowledge of soft constraints. In this study, the relationship between different objects is denoted by soft constraints, not the causal relation. Moreover, the trust value of an 8 object is only affected by its neighbors. These conditions motivated us to select a method based on MRF. MRF is mainly composed of three components: a unobserved field of random variables, an observable set of random variables, and the neighborhoods between each pair of variables in the unobserved field. We let the observation variables O={o i } m are a set of conflicting objects for a certain predicate of a real-world entity. The unobserved variables Y = {y i } m are the labels of o i . Each unobserved variable y i ∈ {0, 1} indicates whether corresponding object is a truth . S(o i , o k ) indicates the similarity of objects o i and o k . As shown in Figure 3(a) , approximately 90% of predicates have average similarities of more than 0.8 between true objects. Given that, an intuitive strategy is adopted in this study that the unobserved variables y i and y k are neighbors if similarity S(o i , o k ) is more than 0.8. The MRF model can be illustrated by Figure 7 . The probability distribution of the unobserved variables in MRF obeys the Markov property. Thus, the probability distribution of the value of y i is independent of all other unobserved variables given its neighbors, i.e., each unobserved variable is only affected by its neighbors. Each unobserved variable y i ∈ Y follows the Bernoulli distribution defined as follows.
Let C denotes the set of all maximal cliques. For example, {y 2 , y 3 , y 4 } is a maximal clique as shown in Figure 7 . The set of variables of a maximal clique is represented by X c , c ∈ C. The joint distribution of variables in MRF is factorized as follows:
where Z is a constant selected to ensure that the distribution is normalized, and ψ c (X c ) is a potential function in MRF.
The belief propagation algorithm [42] is proved to be an exact solution for estimating the marginal probabilities of unobserved variable when the graph has no loops. Loopy belief propagation is an approximate algorithm for a loopy graph. In this study, we design a Loopy Belief Propagation process to estimate the marginal probabilities of the unobserved variable y i in consideration of the loops. In belief propagation, estimating the marginal probabilities of the unobserved variable is a process of minimizing the graph energy. The key steps of the propagation process are shown as follows.
•
Step I: Initialization. The trust value of object o i is initialized with Equation 10 , and the probability distribution of P (y i ) is initialized with Equation 11.
Step II: Spreading the Belief Message. The message from variable y i to y j is represented by m i→j (y j ), y j ∈ {0, 1}. The message m i→j (η) is defined as follows:
where N (o i ) indicates the set of neighbors of 0 i ; U (y i , y j ) is a unary energy function. This function indicates that if y i and y j are the same, then such propagation requires low energy (easy to propagate). Otherwise, high energy (difficult to propagate) is required.
Given the results of average similarities between objects shown in the Figure 3 , the energy function U (y i , y j ) in this paper is set as follows:
•
Step III: Belief Assignment. The marginal probability P (y i ) of unobserved variable y i is updated according to its neighbors, and is defined as follows:
The algorithm updates all messages in parallel and assigns the label. Given only one truth for a certain predicate of a real-world entity, a value of 1 is assigned to y i when τ (o i ) is the maximum; otherwise, a value of 0 is assigned to y i . The algorithm stops when P (y i ) does not change for any unobserved variable between iterations. This condition indicates that τ (o i ) will converge after a sufficient number of iterations. The pseudo code of this method is shown in Algorithm II.
We let m denotes total number of conflicting objects, t is the number of iterations of Algorithm II, and r is the number of iterations of TruthDiscover. The time complexity of Algorithm II is O(m 2 ×t). BeliefRank can produce a global reliability ranking of each source through an offline process. Therefore, the time complexity of TruthDiscover is O(r × m 2 × t) and experimentally validated in Section 4.2.
EXPERIMENTS
Three experiments are conducted in six real datasets to validate the effectiveness of our approach. The experimental results show that TruthDiscover outperforms existing approaches in resolving object conflicts when confronted with the challenge of data having a scale-free property.
The experiment setup is discussed in Section 4.1, and the experimental results are presented in Section 4.2.
Algorithm 2 Computing the trust values of objects
Input: a set of conflicting objects for k ← 1 to m do 9: for i ← 1 to m do 10 :
Compute message m i→k (y k ) with Equation 13; 12: end if 13: end for 14: end for 15: until the convergence criterion is satisfied; 16: Calculating belief P (y i ) with Equation 15; 17: return τ (o i ),∀o i ∈ O.
Experiment Setup
Six datasets and three baseline methods are introduced in this subsection.
Datasets: Three experiments are conducted in the six datasets including persons, locations, organizations, descriptors, films and music. The first four datasets are constructed based on the OAEI2011 New York Times dataset 5 , which is a wellknown and carefully created dataset of Linked Data. In order to draw more robust conclusions, two other domains including films and music are constructed through SPARQL queries over DBpedia. The construction process of datasets mainly involves the following steps:
(i) For each entity of the six domains, we perform entity co-reference resolution through the API of sameas.org 6 , which is a well-known tool, to identify subjects for the same real-world entities.
(ii) For each of the six domains, we crawl every entity from the start position to a depth of 1 by using LDspider [43] . The statistics of the six datasets are shown in Table 3 . The row "#Subjects" indicates the total number of subjects returned by sameas.org. The row "#Predicates" describes the total number of predicates. The row "#Conflicting Predicates" represents the total number of predicates that have conflicting objects and the row "#Entities" represents the number of entities for each of the six domains.
One truth was selected from multiple conflicting objects for experimental verification. A strict process was established to ensure the quality of the annotation. This process mainly involved the following steps:
(i) The annotators were provided annotated examples and annotation guidelines.
(ii) Every two annotators were asked to label the same predicate on the same entity independently. 5 . http://data.nytimes.com/# 6. http://sameas.org/ Person  4978  130174  16245  7506  Locations  1910  74015  14162  6870  Organizations  3044  25051  13956  6360  Descriptors  498  10362  6980  3250  Films  7542  115172  15452  9271  Music  7131  124456  16896  9123 (iii) The annotation results from two annotators were measured by using Cohen's kappa coefcient [44] . The agreement coefcient of the six datasets was set to be at least 0.75. When an agreement could not be reached, a third annotator was asked to break the tie.
The manually labeled results were regarded as the ground truth used in the evaluation.
Multi-values Filtering: As discussed in Section 1.1, TruthDiscover focuses on three reasons for object conflicts, whereas the fourth (multi-valued predicates) is left for the future. A method to distinguish multi-valued predicates is needed so that the applicability of TruthDiscover can be assessed. In this study, an effective rule that if a source provides more than one objects for a predicate of a realworld entity, this predicate is the multi-valued predicate, is used to automatic filter multi-valued predicate. The method based on this rule achieves relatively high accuracy (ranging from 0.96 to 0.98) in the six datasets. Therefore, this method meets the desired objectives compared with manual annotation method.
Baseline methods: We select three well-known state-ofthe-art truth discovery methods as baseline. These methods are evaluated using the same datasets in the experiments.
Vote: Voting regards the object with the maximum number of occurrences as truth. Moreover, voting is a straightforward method.
TruthFinder [20] : It's a seminal work that used to resolve conflicts based on source reliability estimation. It adopts Bayesian analysis to infer the trustworthiness of sources and the probabilities of a value being true.
F-Quality Assessment [4] : This method is a popular algorithm used to resolve conflicts in Linked Data. Three factors, namely, the quality of the source, data conflicts, and confirmation of values from multiple sources, are leveraged to decide which value should be true value.
The parameters of the baseline methods were set according to the authors' suggestions. The experiments were performed on a desktop computer with Intel Core i5-3470 CPU 3.2 GHz with 4 GB main memory, and Microsoft Windows 7 professional operating system. All baseline methods were executed in the Eclipse (Java) platform 7 by a single thread.
Experimental Results
The experimental results for the six datasets show that TruthDiscover outperforms the baseline methods in determining the truth from multiple conflicting objects in Linked Data with a scale-free property. 7 . https://www.eclipse.org/
Accuracy Evaluation
In the experiments, we have two types of data in our datasets: numerical data and string data. For these two types of data, only one truth is selected from multiple conflicting objects. Therefore, accuracy as a unified measure is adopted in the experiments for the two types of data, and can be measured by computing the percentage of matched values between the output of each method and ground truths. In this sub-subsection, two experiments are described. The first experiment evaluates the accuracy of TruthDiscover with five baseline methods. The second experiment evaluates the effectiveness of TruthDiscover with regard to the three reasons for inconsistency.
In the first experiment, except for the three baseline methods as discussed in Section 4.1, two other baseline methods, including Baseline1 and Baseline2 are selected in order to evaluate the effectiveness of two strategies adopted in TruthDiscover. The Baseline1 removes the priori belief of all sources, and the Baseline2 ignores the interdependencies between objects used in TruthDiscover. The following observations are drawn from the statistical data presented in Figure 8 . The second experiment is conducted to validate the effectiveness of three baseline methods including Vote, TruthFinder and FQuality Assessment, with regard to the three reasons for inconsistency. The following observations are drawn from the statistical data presented in Table 4. 1) The average accuracy of four methods varies in the different reasons. These methods achieve lowest accuracy in reasons of out-of-date, which indicates these methods based only on source reliability estimation are insufficient to resolve conflicts of outof-date, and extra information is required.
2) For three reasons, TruthDiscover outperforms the three baseline methods in terms of accuracy because two effective strategies are adopted.
n with regard to the three reasons for inconsistency. 1) TruthDiscover outperforms three baseline methods, including Vote, TruthFinder and F-Quality Assessment in terms of accuracy. The main reason why these three baseline methods achieve low accuracy is that it's difcult to estimate the reliability degree of "small" sources accurately in Linked Data. In TruthDiscover, two strategies are adopted to reduce the effect of scale-free property. One strategy is leveraging the topological properties of the Source Belief Graph to estimate the priori beliefs of sources for smoothing the trustworthiness of sources. The other strategy is that using MRF to infer the trust values of objects accurately by modeling the interdependencies between objects.
2) In addition, the accuracy of Baseline2 and Baseline1 is lower than TruthDiscover, which indicates that BeliefRank and Algorithm II are effective in reducing the effect of "small" sources.
3) The Baseline1 has higher accuracy than TruthFinder. In fact, the Baseline1 adopts Bayesian analysis to infer the trustworthiness of sources in the same way as TruthFinder does. The most important dierence between Baseline1 and TruthFinder is in that two different strategies are adopted to model the interdependencies between objects. TruthFinder uses a fixed parameter to control the influence of related facts; however, an appropriate fixed parameter for all objects is hard to determine. Therefore, TruthFinder is not necessarily eective. Baseline1 considers influence in a principled fashion, and can automatically adjust the influence between objects depend on MRF model. Therefore, Baseline1 outperforms the TruthFinder in six datasets.
The second experiment is conducted to validate the effectiveness of three baseline methods including Vote, TruthFinder and F-Quality Assessment, with regard to the three reasons for inconsistency. The following observations are drawn from the statistical data presented in Table 4 .
1) The average accuracy of four methods varies in the different reasons. These methods achieve lowest accuracy in reasons of out-of-date, which indicates these methods based only on source reliability estimation are insufficient to resolve conflicts of out-of-date, and extra information is required.
Convergence Analysis
In this sub-subsection, two experiments are conducted to validate the convergence of TruthDiscover. The first experiment is conducted to analyze the convergence of TruthDiscover. The second experiment is performed to show the relation between accuracy and iteration. 
Time Efficiency Evaluation
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In We formulate the problem of resolving conflicts as an iterative computation problem because of the interdependencies between the trust value of objects and the trustworthiness of sources. Therefore, convergence significantly affects the performance of TruthDiscover. Figure 9 shows the average change in the trust value of objects after each iteration. The change decreases rapidly in the first five iterations, and then reaches a stable stage until the convergence criterion is satised. The average number of iterations for persons, locations, organizations, descriptors, films and music are 23, 24, 25, 13, 28 and 29, respectively.
The second experiment is conducted to analyze the relationship between accuracy and iteration. The results are shown in Figure 10 . The accuracy of TruthDiscover increases as the number of iterations increases and reaches a stable stage until the convergence criterion is satisfied. 
Time Efficiency Evaluation
We sample different numbers of conflicting objects to determine the computational complexity of TruthDiscover in a single machine. Figure 11 shows the running time for conflicting objects.
The power law function is adopted to fit the relationship between running time and number of conflicting objects. We find that the relationship between running time and the number of conflicting objects typically follows the power law , where is 39.844 and is 2.037, which verifies the analysis of the time complexity of TruthDiscover discussed in Section 3.4. The experimental results in Sections 4.2 show that (1) three assumptions are very reasonable for automatic resolving conflicts in Linked Data, and (2) two strategies are effective to reduce the effect of scale-free property. These results indicate that the performance of TruthDiscover is robust and consistent in various domains.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this study, observations on six datasets reveal that Linked Data has a scale-free property. This property means that only a few sources have many conflicting objects, and most of the sources provide very few objects. Owing to this property, existing work cannot be trivially extended to resolve object conflicts in Linked Data. In this study, the problem of resolving object conflicts in Linked Data is formulated as a truth discovery problem. A truth discovery approach called TruthDiscover is proposed to determine the most trustworthy object, which leverages the topological properties of the Source Belief Graph and the interdependencies between objects to infer the trustworthiness of sources and the trust values of objects. TruthDiscover 8 is evaluated in six realworld datasets. The experimental results show that TruthDiscover exhibits satisfactory accuracy.
A potential direction for future research is to focus on resolving out-of-date conflicts by leveraging truth discovery and provenance information. Another potential future direction is to identify the copying relations of different sources to improve performance. 
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We sample different numbers of conflicting objects to determine the computational complexity of TruthDiscover in a single machine. Figure 11 shows the running time for conflicting objects. The power law function is adopted to fit the relationship between running time and number of conflicting objects. We find that the relationship between running time and the number of conflicting objects typically follows the power law y = a * x b , where a is 39.844 and b is 2.037, which verifies the analysis of the time complexity of TruthDiscover discussed in Section 3.4. The experimental results in Sections 4.2 show that (1) three assumptions are very reasonable for automatic resolving conflicts in Linked Data, and (2) two strategies are effective to reduce the effect of scale-free property. These results indicate that the performance of TruthDiscover is robust and consistent in various domains.
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In this study, observations on six datasets reveal that Linked Data has a scale-free property. This property means that only a few sources have many conflicting objects, and most of the sources provide very few objects. Owing to this property, existing work cannot be trivially extended to resolve object conflicts in Linked Data. In this study, the problem of resolving object conflicts in Linked Data is formulated as a truth discovery problem. A truth discovery approach called TruthDiscover is proposed to determine the most trustworthy object, which leverages the topological properties of the Source Belief Graph and the interdependencies between objects to infer the trustworthiness of sources and the trust values of objects. TruthDiscover 8 is evaluated in six real-world datasets. The experimental results show that TruthDiscover exhibits satisfactory accuracy.
A potential direction [1] for future research is to focus on resolving out-of-date conflicts by leveraging truth discovery and provenance information. Another potential future direction is to identify the copying relations of different sources to improve performance.
